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Every day, pit your wits against a masterâ€™s. Now in its tenth successful year, The Original

Sudoku Calendar offers hundreds of full-color puzzles that are made by handâ€•not by a

computerâ€•and are unmatched in their elegance and appeal. They begin easy each weekend, and

increase in difficulty over the course of the week. From Nikoli, the Japanese company that

rediscovered Sudoku, these puzzles strike the perfect balance of challenging and fun.
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Couldn't find this one last year and had to use a poor substitute. Went searching for this one since

my friend and I love it and found it on  for both of us Hooray! I should add that unlike some, this

calendar has separate pages for Saturday and Sunday, so you get 365 puzzles. They also have a

free offer that will give you a Sudoku on your computer each day. All in all, much the best in my

opinion.

I buy my brother in law a Sudoku calendar each year for Christmas. He finds them challenging

because there are different skill levels. He won't quit a puzzle until he gets it finished. He is pretty

good at it. It a good challenge for those who love Sudoku.

Bought the 2014 Page a Day Calendar for our son last year and received a request for another for

the 2015 year.First item of the day over a cup of coffee to complete the daily puzzle. Great item.

Thank you.



I was very happy to see that the 2015 version of Sudoku Page has gone back to having the easy

puzzles on the weekend.The 2015 calendar is set up as follows:Monday - EasyTuesday -

MediumWednesday - MediumThursday - HardFriday - HardSaturday â€“ Very EasySunday -

Easy.The Saturday and Sunday puzzles are on the same page, which means small squares. Since

both Saturday and Sunday are easier puzzles, this isnâ€™t as much of an issue with having to write

in numbers. I can usually figure out the patterns without having to write in numbers.The weekday

pages have big squares so you have plenty of room to write in potential numbers.If you are looking

for a fun way to challenge your brain, you will enjoy this calendar. You donâ€™t need to be a math

genius; all you need to do is to be able to apply logic.

I've bought this calendar for a gift for a specific person who likes to start her day off with a mental

challenge for the last three years. The Page-a-Day Calendar company is amazing and they do a

great job providing challenging Sudoku puzzles for those - unlike me - who enjoy them.

The best thing about this is that it is truly a page at a time. I can take the weekend out early to play

as well as pre-play vacation days. Others are glued together so you don't really have that option.

I just love doing sudoku especially in my spare time. Wherever I go I must carry my sudoku with me

because it keeps my brain going and I have something to do while I'm idle. I try to work one

everyday.

Great fun and challenging. Have used the calendars three years in a row, and appreciate the

inclusion of more medium and hard puzzles; however, the combination of Saturday and Sunday

puzzles on one page is too small and too crowded.....expansion, please.
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